How to make your own Aphasia Card:

1. Print this sheet
2. Fill in the requested information
3. Cut out on solid line
4. Fold on dotted line

Name: ____________________________
Address: _________________________
Phone: ___________________________
Emergency Contact and #: __________
Physician and #: ___________________

Insurance #: ______________________
Medications: ______________________
Allergies/Other: ___________________

I have aphasia (uh-fay-zhuh)

Please take time to communicate with me:
- Speak slowly
- Use short sentences
- Give me extra time
- Ask questions I can answer with “yes” or “no”
- Use and understand numbers
- Read and write
- Use and understand other’s words
- Speak and use words
- Write down key words
- Use gestures
- Write down what I say

My intelligence is intact.

It’s difficult for me to:

More information on living with aphasia can be found on our website: www.MnCAN.org

MnCAN living successfully with aphasia